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CHAIR CARROLL:

(Gavel.)

Development Committee will now come to order.
Good morning, members.

23

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

24

CHAIR CARROLL:

25

Human Services and Economic

Good morning.

And good morning to all visitors.

very happy to have you here with us today.
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3

We have with us this morning, members,

1

2

Vice-Chair Jo Anne Johnson, members Riki Hokama,

3

Danny Mateo, and Michael Molina.

4

For the Administration we have Milton

5

Arakawa, Deputy Director, Department of Public Works

6

and Waste Management; Daren Suzuki, Department of

7

Planning; Jeff Amaral, Captain of Police.

8

Corporation Counsel, we have Deputy Corporation

9

Counsel, Greg Garneau.

Our Committee staff, we have

10

Tamara Koller, our Legislative Analyst; Jo-Ann Sato,

11

our Committee Secretary; and David Raatz, our

12

Legislative Attorney.

13
14

HSED-12: RE:
SUBCOMMITTEE ON COMMUNICATIONS
INFRASTRUCTURE'S RECOMMENDATIONS (C.C. 00-245)

15

CHAIR CARROLL:

This morning we have HSED-12 Subcommittee

16

on Communications Infrastructure's recommendations.

17

However, before we go into our meeting agenda, I am

18

going to call a recess and introduce our visitors.

19

Committee is now in recess.
9:20 a.m.

20

RECESS:

21

RECONVENE:

22

CHAIR CARROLL:

23
24
25

(Gavel.)

9:43 a.m.

(Gavel.)

Human Services and Economic

Development Committee is now called back to order.
Those wishing to testify at today's meeting,
please come and sign up if you have not done so
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2

already.
And anyone -- I'm sure we all know this

3

already.

4

put them on the silent mode or turn them off.

5

If you have pagers or cell phones, please

As I said earlier, we have one item today,

6

HSED-12, Subcommittee on Communications

7

Infrastructure's recommendations.

8
9

Members, this is our second meeting reviewing
the recommendations of the Subcommittee on

10

Communications Infrastructure.

The subcommittee has

11

transmitted its report and a list of recommendations

12

including a draft bill entitled "A Bill for an

13

Ordinance Amending Chapter 16.26 and Title 19, Maui

14

County Code, Relating to Telecommunications

15

Facilities."

16

The purpose of the draft bills are to amend

17

Chapter 16.26 and Title 19 of the Maui County Code

18

to, one, minimize the number of transporta -

19

transmission towers throughout the County and,

20

No.2, to encourage the coalition of tele

21

telecommunications facilities; encourage the use of

22

existing buildings, light or utility poles or water

23

towers as opposed to constructing new

24

telecommunication towers; and recognizing the need

25

of the telecommunication providers to build out
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1

their systems over time; and, lastly, to ensure that

2

all telecommunication facilities including towers,

3

antennas and auxiliary facilities are located and

4

designed to minimize the visual impact on immediate

5

surroundings and throughout the County and minimize

6

public inconvenience and disruption.
As you may remember, in our first meeting,

7
8

the Committee requested that a resolution be

9

prepared to urge the Administration to adopt the

10

vision statement and policy goals relating to

11

communications infrastructure as recommended by the

12

subcommittee.

13

consider a proposed resolution entitled "Urging the

14

Administration to Adopt a Vision Statement and

15

Policy Goals Relating to Communications

16

Infrastructure" which is included in your binders.

17
18
19
20
21

In a few moments I'll ask you to

At this time I would like to open public
testimony.
MS. KOLLER:

And we have -

Dennis Niles is our first testifier

representing the Maui Amateur Radio Club.
CHAIR CARROLL:

You have three minutes and one minute to

22

conclude.

23

you can come back for three more.

24
25

If you cannot finish in three minutes,
Proceed.

. . . BEGIN PUBLIC TESTIMONY . . .

MR. NILES:

Thank you, Mr. Chairman and members of the
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1

Committee.

2

behalf of the Maui Amateur Radio Club.

3

My name is Dennis Niles.

I'm here on

Amateur radio has been an important part of

4

the nation's communications infrastructure.

5

here to speak in favor of the resolution, but I

6

would urge consideration of one change.

7

I'm

Because of the valuable service provided by

8

radio amateurs during times of civil emergency, I

9

believe it would be appropriate to amend the

10

resolution in the first paragraph -- and let me pull

11

that out.

12

Paragraph 2 on the second page of the

13

resolution, 2a reads "to protect and, where

14

possible, enhance public safety communications

15

systems."

16

to include the following language:

17

provided by amateur radio operators holding Federal

18

licenses."

19

protect and, where possible, enhance public safety

20

communications systems including those provided by

21

amateur radio operators holding Federal licenses."

22

We would urge that this clause be revised
"including those

And so, basically, it would read,

"to

Members of my club and licensed amateurs here

23

on the Island of Maui as well as State-wide

24

participate in a number of public service

25

activities.

This includes membership on the
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1

Disaster Medical Assistance Team.

2

are part of the rad -- our Radio Amateur Civil

3

Emergency Service.

4

net of amateurs that gather together to ensure their

5

availability in times of a civil emergency.

Every week there is a State-wide

And I'm reminded,

6

Radio amateurs

just a couple of days ago,

7

there was a newspaper story how on the Island of

8

Oahu telephone communications were down for two

9

hours.

Most of us recall what happened during

10

Hurricane Iniki on the Island of Kauai.

11

amateurs were the sole source of communication for

12

the first hours following that disaster.

13

Radio

It is important that the County of Maui go on

14

record as supporting amateur -- the role of amateur

15

radio as part of the public service communications

16

backbone.

17

And, again, we have members that are part of

18

the Police Department; and they're throughout the

19

community.

20

appropriate to take this opportunity to recognize

21

the role that amateur radio plays.

22

And I do believe that it would be

And the final reason for that,

the various

23

measures that the Committee has recommended for

24

regulation of telecommunications systems has

25

recognized and created an exemption for amateur

RALPH ROSENBERG COURT REPORTERS,
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It is important to

1

radio antennas in some respects.

2

have a policy statement generally supportive of our

3

volunteer efforts as part of this measure so that

4

when government looks at our antenna structures for

5

purposes of public safety regulation, due weight is

6

given to the valuable contribution that we make as

7

radio amateurs.

8
9

So, in sum, we support the resolution.

We

urge the Committee to give consideration to

10

recognizing the role of amateur radio as part of the

11

public service infrastructure of Maui County and

12

amend the resolution accordingly.
And, again, I appreciate the work of the

13
14

Committee and its recognition of our contribution in

15

proposing language in the draft measures that

16

reflects the value of the service we provide.

17
18

Thank you.
CHAIR CARROLL:

19

you.

20

MR. NILES:

21

MS. KOLLER:

22
23

Thank you.

Any questions, members?

Thank

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Chair, our second testifier is Sean

McLaughlin testifying for himself.
MR. McLAUGHLIN:

Aloha, Chair Carroll and members of the

24

Committee.

My name is Sean McLaughlin, and I'm the

25

CEO for Akaku Maui Community Television.
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1

not representing the organization, but it was

2

intertwined.

3

So, I did want to address -- first of all,

4

congratulate you.

5

County is by far a leader in the State of Hawaii in

6

this area.

7

you've convened to look at the overall

8

telecommunications infrastructure, the proper role

9

of the County in anticipating and supporting

I think you should be aware Maui

This is the second subcommittee that

10

development of the infrastructure in a way that is

11

maximally beneficial to the community and to the

12

public interest.

13

So, I need to congratulate you, Chair of the

14

Committee, and Councilmember Molina, who is the

15

Chair of this subcommittee, and, of course,

16

Councilmember Hokama, who -- I think you chaired the

17

previous subcommittee, right?

18

And really you all need to know that this

19

area of telecom policy

20

the vision statement.

21

very important.

22

the ordinances and so forth that you're going to

23

adopt going forward in the short term, in the long

24

term, you, as our elected leaders, being activists

25

and taking responsibility for this critical part of

I'm going to speak about
I think having a vision is

And regardless of the details of

RALPH ROSENBERG COURT REPORTERS, INC.
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1

our infrastructure, it's as if we said we're in Maui

2

and there's no roads.

3

going to let a private sector build roads; and we're

4

just going to kind of regulate their activity and

5

we'll sort of monitor how it -- and then they would

6

have toll roads -- I mean, every road's a toll road.

7

And we said, well, we're

And it's a fascinating area,

8

telecommunications.

And when you look at it and

9

imagine how does it fit?

It's critical social

It's critical public

10

infrastructure.

11

infrastructure; and, yet, it's kind of utility

12

based.

13

It has public components and private components.

It's not exactly like the electric utility.

14

So, obviously it's a very complex area.

15

having a vision of where we want our community to be

16

and where we want to go as a community is critical.

17

Now, why are you alone in all the four

18

counties -- five counties

19

have a Council; but of the four -- of the four

20

counties in Hawaii, why are you alone in this

21

leadership role?

22

So,

- I guess Kalawao doesn't

Well, the reason is in Hawaii, the State has

23

historically preempted in areas of rights-of-way

24

management and in many of the aspects of the telecom

25

infrastructure.

In many other areas,
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preempted.

2

State being very active in telecom.

3

So, in Hawaii you have really only the

Now, one of the very important outcomes of

4

this last subcommittee was an acknowledgment -- and

5

I need to praise the Administration.

6

fantastic participation by the Mayor's Office and

7

the Administration, the Police Department, Planning,

8

Public Works and Corp. Counsel.

9

There was

One of the outcomes of this subcommittee

10

was -- and Akaku gets a little bit of credit for

11

this because we are members of a National

12

Association of Telecommunications Officers and

13

Advisors.

14

local governments across the country where they're

15

not preempted, and they get together and review what

16

are the common threads of interest for local

17

governments?

18

participating there right now.

19

This is a group of the regulators of

And Maui is the only County

And through the Administration's

20

participation, your Corp. Counsel here, Greg

21

Garneau, participated in a workshop on regulation

22

and litigation last spring to inform the County; and

23

I think we have -

24

expertise in our County in telecom regulation than

25

any other.

we benefit now of having more
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Now, let me talk about a little

1

2

disappointment of the subcommittee.

The State kind

3

of balked.

4

all.

5

talk about what's going on with the State's role.

6

guess they're used to preempting; and so, this

7

our County asserting our interest isn't always

8

appreciated.

They really didn't participate well at

And members of the Committee can, you know,

And I know Councilmember Hokama has paid

9

10

attention to this over a long period of time, and

11

Councilmember Molina experienced it firsthand this

12

time.

13

participate.

14

represented through his Chief of Staff, Jennifer

15

Goto Sabas.

16

really have a bigger and stronger and more

17

comprehensive informed vision already than your

18

other colleagues.

Well, guess what?

The Federal level did

We had Senator Daniel Inouye's Office

So, you, through that participation,

So, I want to encourage you to keep that

19
20

perspective that you're looking at a long-term

21

vision.

22

in Hawaii.

23

NACo, with NATOA -- yesterday -- I'll just point --

24

as a point of reference in the Federal world, the

25

FCC had a day-long workshop on rights-of-way and

You are in the lead for the four Counties
So, your participation with HSAC, with
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1

telecommunications.

They went top to bottom through

2

the whole issue of rights-of-way.

3

hour-and-a-half on the phone this morning getting

4

debriefed from NATOA about it.

I spent an

Hawaii needs to be present, needs to

5
6

participate.

Our Senator Inouye chairs the

7

subcommittee in the Senate on telecommunications;

8

and, yet, there's no County active in this area.

9

So, I guess I'm -- I just want to urge you to

10

maintain that vision and that responsibility to be a

11

leader, to be active in this critical growing

12

complex area of infrastructure that we all rely

13

upon.

14

So, sorry if I sound like I'm sermonizing;

15

but it gets lonely when you're so far out in front.

16

And you guys realize this when you talk to your

17

colleagues around Hawaii.

18

telecom already than they do.

You know more about

19

You need to maintain that leadership

20

position, work with the Administration and develop

21

the expertise, participate with NATOA and keep a

22

keep that vision in front of you,

23

with the -- churn through the amazing complexity --

24

like this antenna siting ordinance, it's complex.

25

It's difficult.

so when you deal

Thank goodness you have expertise
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1

in-house now to help you wade through it, but it's

2

not -- it's just the beginning of dealing with our

3

communications infrastructure.

4

Let's not wait for the next community to be

5

impacted like Haiku was with that tower.

6

wait for the next community to be underserved and

7

not have high-speed communications infrastructure.

8

Let's not wait to fall behind.

9

where we are in terms of reviewing the policy.

10

Let's not

Let's stay in front

So, I really want to thank you.

I'll leave

11

with this observation for you.

12

mission is empowering our communities voiced through

13

access to media.

14

mission is advocacy.

15

national issues, to the State issues.

16

available to provide advice and counsel.

17

our contract with the Mayor's Office right now is to

18

provide advice and counsel to the Administration on

19

regulatory policy matters.

20

Part of Akaku's

That is our mission.

Part of our

We pay attention to the
We are
Part of

So, we stand ready to offer further advice

21

and counsel and support to you in looking at the

22

public interest in this area.

23

you'll hear from the corporate interest.

24

to keep in mind there is a public interest that is

25

not well represented, but unfortunately -- and the

I have no doubt
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1

State consumer advocate didn't come here.

2

didn't come here.

3

participate.

4

The PUC

The DCCA didn't come here to

We have to provide that voice from Maui, and

5

that's

6

your leadership; and we stand ready to support you

7

in -- as you move forward with this.

8
9

- that's your good work.

CHAIR CARROLL:

Thank you.

So,

thanks for

Any questions, members?

Thank

you.

10

Tamara, do we have anybody else signed up?

11

Is there anybody else in the audience that wishes to

12

give public testimony at this time?

13

forward.

14

MR. FRAMPTON:

15

CHAIR CARROLL:

16

MR. FRAMPTON:

17
18

please come

Good morning, Mr. Chairman.
Please sign up after you've spoken.
Yes.

My name is Rory Frampton, and I'm

here testifying on behalf of AT&T Wireless Services.
And we do have written comments that we can

19

provide on the bill after this testimony.

20

want to just keep this testimony rather general

21

because I know you're just beginning deliberations

22

on this bill, and it is a complex issue.

23

I think I

On behalf of AT&T Services, we'd like to

24

thank you for the opportunity to provide some

25

thoughts on the proposed revisions to the Maui
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1

County Code.

In general, I think the Code is good

2

in that it does establish administrative process for

3

collocation.

4

terms of allowing for expedited processing of the

5

facilities that really have minimal impacts.

That's a very positive step forward in

There are a couple comments that we just want

6

7

to note for the record.

8

would prohibit the facilities or new -- construction

9

of new towers in the agricultural district.

There's a section that

That

10

might be a little bit excessive since the

11

agricultural district here on Maui covers a very

12

large area.

13

is a -- such a prohibition, there's not much ag land

14

within their jurisdiction.

I think in Eugene, Oregon where there

In terms of the application requirements,

15
16

right now the requirement would be that you would

17

have to go to the FAA to have them review your

18

structure on any application.

19

burdensome for the FAA; and if they don't require

20

review,

21

County -- if the FAA doesn't require it.

22

That might be overly

then maybe it shouldn't be required by the

There's a performance bond requirement on

23

all

24

and we would suggest that maybe you just put in a

25

condition requiring a certificate of occupancy.

- prior to issuance of any building permits,
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other words, you can't start operating your facility

2

until you've proven that you've met all the

3

requirements that were put on you when you got your

4

building permit.
In this case they're saying, we won't give

5

6

you a building permit until you post a performance

7

bond guaranteeing that you're going to construct all

8

your improvements.

9

construct all your improvements and then get a CO

Maybe you can get a permit,

10

which would

11

certificate of occupancy, you would have to justify

12

that your improvements were built according to the

13

standards that were placed on you.

14

would

15

little overly restrictive.

16

you'd -- in order to get the

So, anyways, we

- requirement of a performance bond seems a

The standards for ancillary facilities,

in

17

certain districts there's a requirement that would

18

require the undergrounding of the ancillary

19

facilities.

20

vaults throughout the country in most cases have

21

experienced a higher incidence of maintenance calls.

22

The reason is that completely buried shelters tend

23

to collect internal moisture, and we've found that

24

the water and electrical equipment do not make for

25

good mixture.

In AT&T's experiences, the underground

Therefore
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1

CHAIR CARROLL:

2

MR. FRAMPTON:

Three minutes.
Okay.

I can conclude in one minute.

I guess, in general,

3

just to state again that

4

AT&T services is supportive of the bill.

5

like to continue to work with this Committee in

6

terms of making suggestions for further refinements

7

as it makes its way through the process.

8
9

10
11
12

CHAIR CARROLL:

Thank you.

Members, any questions?

Thank

you.
Does anyone -- please go sign up for public
testimony.

Thank you.

Is there anybody else who wishes to give

13

testimony at this time?

14

testimony is now closed.

15
16

We would

.

CHAIR CARROLL:

Hearing none, public

. . END OF PUBLIC TESTIMONY . . •

Members, I'd like to inform you that we

17

have added the subcommittee's committee report, the

18

draft bill, and a proposed resolution to the County

19

Web site under HSED-12.

20

At the direction of the Committee, Greg

21

Garneau has divided the draft bill into two pieces

22

of legislation.

23

and the other to Chapter 19.

24

are included in your binders with a cover letter

25

dated October 16th, 2002.

One bill relates to Chapter 16.26
These two draft bills

You may remember only
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Title 19 needs to be sent to the Planning Commission

2

for their approval.
My intention today is to continue the

3

4

discussion of the subcommittee's recommendations

5

including the proposed resolution and the draft

6

bills.

7

expect to complete the work today.

8

this is a very technical area that will take time to

9

gain an understanding in order to make good

As mentioned in our last meeting, I do not
As you can see,

10

decisions.

11

community, telecommunications industry and various

12

County departments.

13

We requested comments from the

My suggested format is to first review the

14

proposed resolution, review comments received

15

regarding the subcommittee's recommendations and

16

draft legislation and consider whether an interim

17

legislation is needed to address communication --

18

telecommunication matters while the draft bills are

19

under review and, lastly, to begin discussing the

20

view planes that we would like to protect.

21

At this time may I direct you to your binders

22

for the proposed resolutions.

23

comments on the resolution?

24

proposed amendment to the resolution.

25

Mr. Molina.

And do we have any
We already have one
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1

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

Yes, sir.

Mr. Chairman, I, too,

2

would be supportive of making -- having that

3

amendment made to the resolution.

4

testifiers stated, the contributions of the amateur

5

radio group are very noteworthy, especially in times

6

of disaster.

As one of

So, I wouldn't have any objections to adding

7
8

that amendment, I believe, to No. 2a, if I'm

9

correct.

Is that where the testifier was suggesting

10

it should go?

11

anyway using the appropriate language that

12

recognizes the contributions of the amateur radio

13

operators who hold licenses.

14
15
16

CHAIR CARROLL:

And, you know, including the -

I have already asked Tamara to draft out

that language.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

Mr. Hokama.
Chairman, I would think it might be

17

proper, since it is -- you know, we do have a --

18

what's the right word?

19

our 800 megahertz system.

20

Mr. Arakawa from Public Works as well as Captain

21

Amaral from the Police Department has any comments

22

regarding that proposed revision to Section 2a of

23

the resolution.

24

CHAIR CARROLL:

25

MR. ARAKAWA:

We do have an investment in
If either or both

Mr. Arakawa, would you like to go first?
I would prefer to defer to Captain Amaral on
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that.

He's the primary caretaker of that system and

2

he's here, so ....

3

CHAIR CARROLL:

4

CAPTAIN AMARAL:

Captain Amaral?
Good morning, Chair and members.

I have

5

not had a chance to review whatever reso that came

6

out, I believe, yesterday; but -- is that the reso

7

that just was sent down yesterday?

8

CHAIR CARROLL:

9

with you.

10

CAPTAIN AMARAL:

11

Yes, you do -- yeah, we can share a copy
Do you want a minute to look at that?
Yeah, I'm going to need a few minutes to

look it over.

12

CHAIR CARROLL:

While he's looking at that, this --

13

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

14

CHAIR CARROLL:

15

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

Then, Chairman

Yes, Mr. Hokama.
to allow the Captain a moment to

16

get some thoughts that he may want to share with the

17

Committee, let me share with you and the members,

18

Mr. Chairman, that our colleague, Mr. Randy Johnson

19

of Minnesota, does chair a standing committee of the

20

National, uh -- Association of Counties or NACo that

21

deals with high technology and telecommunications.

22

So, at a national level, local government has

23

seen the importance whereby a standing committee is

24

established; and NACo does have policies and

25

positions that we share as local governments as well
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1

as positions and policy statements that we forward

2

to our Federal representatives and to the Federal

3

departments, positions that affect local

4

governments.

5

And I can just reinforce some of the comments

6

from Mr. McLaughlin that local government does have

7

a stake.

8

responsibility.

9

We do have our appropriate areas of

And in most times in American commerce,

10

Chairman, what with the Internet expansion, this

11

portion has basically been left unregulated ln

12

general.

13

general public or other areas -- other sectors of

14

our community, then you start seeing government

15

coming in to consider regulatory actions.

16

Okay.

Okay.

When that area starts to impact the

If the industry will not continue to

17

monitor and put forth their own policies of what is

18

best for all of us as users or at times unintended

19

recipients of certain services, then I would say we

20

need to exercise our authority to ensure that we do

21

not get the negative impacts of unregulated action

22

within the industry.

23

So, I think we're moving in the right

24

direction; and I know -

I can see it getting a lot

25

worse because every day I delete 90 percent of mail
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through one form of telecommunications or higher

2

technology communications that is totally

3

unsolicited and totally, you know, becoming a -- if

4

I can use the word -

5

high technology options.

pest in my use of a certain

What we're here for is, again, because we

6
7

have been asked

- we have been impacted and felt

8

certain negative impacts that things like this

9

that's being brought to the forefront -- and whether

10

or not the State wants to participate with us,

11

have no problem supporting you and the Council in

12

drawing a very specific line in the sand and saying

13

this is where we're going to exercise our authority;

14

and if you don't like it, fine.

15

decide and make a decision and ruling, and I will

16

not continue to deal with opinions and gray areas.

17

Thank you.

18

CHAIR CARROLL:

Thank you, Mr. Hokama.

I

We'll have a court

And also to the

19

members in the audience, I would also strongly agree

20

with Mr. Hokama's statement.

21

growing so quickly and there's so many changes

22

that

23

that they are not -- obviously not self-regulating

24

across the board.

25

we're doing here today, and in the future to ensure

The industry is

and the competition is so fierce out there

And it is very necessary, what
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1

that our public's welfare is taken care of.

2
3

And, Mr. Amaral, are you ready?
CAPTAIN AMARAL:

Yes, Mr. Chairman.

Thank you for the

4

time.

5

language requested by Mr. Niles regarding amateur

6

radio operators which are of vital importance to

7

Maui County, I would have no problem with supporting

8

this.

9
10
11

In reviewing the resolution and also the

CHAIR CARROLL:

Thank you.

Any further questions,

Mr. Hokama?
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

No, I just felt that we needed to

12

have -- if they felt to offer their comments because

13

while I appreciate the amateur radio operators --

14

and I'm glad Mr. Niles made it very specific when he

15

added the phrase "with Federal licenses."

16

that was very important.

17

I thought

And, again, during certain situations, they

18

can and have shown to be a major component of how to

19

get communications across to give service to

20

impacted areas.

21

the resolution also.

22

CHAIR CARROLL:

23

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

So, I appreciate that addition to
Thank you.

Mr. Molina?
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Maybe as

24

a friendly amendment, on the third page of the

25

resolution under where certified copies of the
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resolution be transmitted, if we could include some

2

type of Federal entity, maybe the Federal

3

communications -- possibly even Senator Inouye's

4

Office since he does chair the subcommittee on

5

communications infrastructure on the Federal level.

6

That could be considered.

7

CHAIR CARROLL:

8

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

9

Okay.

To the FCC.
Entire Congressional Delegation, if

Mr. Molina would consider that, Chair.

10

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

Sure.

11

CHAIR CARROLL:

I see no problem.

12

Okay.

No -- why not?
Anybody have any

objection to adding this?

13

COUNCIL MEMBERS:

No objections.

14

CHAIR CARROLL:

15

VICE-CHAIR JOHNSON:

Ms. Johnson?
I would

also would like to add on

16

to that the amateur radio operators group because I

17

think that if we're going to include them in the

18

body and mention them, I think it would be good to

19

also include them.

20
21

CHAIR CARROLL:

Okay.

We'll get their -- we'll get their

address and everything

22

VICE-CHAIR JOHNSON:

23

CHAIR CARROLL:

Uh-huh.

-- and include them, amateur radio.

24

they can give their address before they leave.

25

Okay.

Yes, Ms. Johnson.
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VICE-CHAIR JOHNSON:

I had one question because this was

2

asked of me the other day.

3

it's a philosophical thing; but basically the

4

difference between legislative branch and

5

administrative branch, basically the question was

6

worded, well, isn't it the Council that sets policy

7

and then the Administration implements that policy?

8
9

And, you know, I guess

And I said, well, that's a good question.
Because when they were reading through the agenda

10

item -- I said, well, I'll ask that question because

11

we don't really think of it.

12

our County as a whole of having a vision statement

13

and having the Mayor and the Administration be the

14

leaders; but in view or in light of that comment, I

15

thought, well, maybe what it would be good to do is

16

somehow incorporate within the phrasing of this that

17

the Council is, in effect, stating what we would

18

like to set as policy.

19

cooperation of the Administration in also sharing

20

that vision or that policy with us.

We think of, I guess,

And we are asking for the

21

So, I thought it was very interesting when

22

the person asked me the question because I really

23

I didn't really give it much thought.

24

they said it, I said, yeah,

25

but I know what the intent of this is.

And then when

I guess you're right;
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really sure if it's proper to incorporate it within

2

this or maybe just to restate that it is our policy

3

and we are going to be supportive of anything, then,

4

in terms of monetary support.

5

So, if something comes down from the

6

Administration that is basically supported by the

7

Council, budgetary-wise or legislative-wise, that

8

they would know that, yes, this is the policy that

9

we share or the vision that we share.

10

So, it's a thought.

I don't know if, again,

11

it's something that is really significant; but I

12

thought that the point was well taken for the person

13

that was asking the question.

14

for you to consider.

15

CHAIR CARROLL:

So,

just a thought

Thank you, Councilmember Johnson.

I think

16

what we have is sufficient, but do the members have

17

any comment on Councilmember Johnson's quest

18

Mr. Hokama?

19

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

Thank you, Chairman.

I would

20

say -- and I'm glad somebody was reading it -- that

21

makes me happy

22

my colleague from West Maui.

23

- to be able to ask that question to

Chairman, if you look at No.2 in the

24

resolution on Page 2, it urges the Administration to

25

adopt the following policy goals; and I would say
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that by Council -- if this Committee recommends and

2

Council adopts the resolution, Council is stating

3

its -

4

for this County.

what I would consider the short-term policy

5

CHAIR CARROLL:

I agree.

6

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

Because as a

(inaudible) -- through

7

the resolution's adoption, we are setting policy.

8

Okay.

9

be in the form of a codification through a or

It may not be the long-term policy.

It would
- an

10

ordinance enactment, which is something we are

11

working on with the draft bill for an ordinance

12

proposal; but it starts us setting forth written

13

language that I think is very clear that people have

14

worked on very hard for your subcommittee, Chairman.

15

And I think it's -

if anything, I would say

16

our colleagues in our sister counties, they can look

17

forward to hopefully what they would also consider

18

adopting.

19

how we're moving in this area.

20

can verify that.

21

other legislation that we have passed recently In

22

other subject matter areas that they are

23

considering.

24
25

You know, again,

they looked at us to see
I think Mr. Garneau

They looked at us in the type of

And so, I would say to -- you know,

to the

person that asked Ms. Johnson that very good
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1

question that we're not asking Administration to

2

create policy.

3

or help implement the policy that we as a body will

4

be approving or putting in place for the short term.

5

Thank you.

6

CHAIR CARROLL:

7

VICE-CHAIR JOHNSON:

We're just asking them to adopt --

Ms. Johnson?
You know/ in that particular section/

8

No. 2/ which Councilmember Hokama was just referring

9

to/

I think -- if I'm just looking at it/

just -

10

you know/ maybe one area that it might/ I guess/

11

corroborate what we're really doing or support it/

12

that it hereby urges the Administration to adopt the

13

following policy goals in implementing our shared

14

vision statement or something to that effect/ that/

15

in other words/ this is something that is a -- maybe

16

a team effort that the administrative branch is

17

supportive of the legislative branch.

18

this is something that it is a shared vision

19

statement.

20

And together

Because it's like the wings of a bird.

If

21

you've got just one side that's expected to carry

22

the weight/ I know what the intent is; but maybe

23

sometimes it's good to put the words out there/ too/

24

so that when people who have never been familiar

25

with the process will be coming to this/ maybe it
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1

might be good to just say, you know, our -- adopt

2

our following policy goals in implementing our

3

vision statement or our shared vision statement,

4

something along that line.

5

CHAIR CARROLL:

Councilmember Johnson,

I would think that

6

the fourth "Whereas" pretty much makes it clear on

7

the first page; and that's what it's referring to.

8
9

VICE-CHAIR JOHNSON:

Well, you know -- and I understand

what you're saying,

"Whereas the Council of the

10

County of Maui through its Human Services and

11

Economic Development Committee established a

12

subcommittee to propose a telecommunications

13

ordinance," you know, and that's one part; but I

14

think this more on the second one goes to, like, the

15

shared vision.

16

kind of thing, but I don't know.

17

And it's just maybe a word missing

I just -- so many times we always are saying,

18

oh, well, the Administration is not working as a

19

team or we're not working with the team in concert;

20

and I -- I know that many of the Council members

21

have mentioned recently that this has to be a team

22

effort.

23

So, if the Council members don't want to

24

include it, I have no problem; but I just am

25

offering that as a friendly suggestion to just let
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the public know that would be reading this in the

2

absence of anything else that it would be something

3

that we would share commonly with the

4

Administration.

5

worked on this,

6

that; but it's just a suggestion.

7

CHAIR CARROLL:

8

comment.

9

And I know that the people who
I'm sure, had every intent of doing

I would ask the other Council members to
Mr. Molina?

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

Yeah, Chairman, it's something I

10

could take into consideration at this time.

11

take that into consideration.

12

CHAIR CARROLL:

13

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

14

CHAIR CARROLL:

15

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

I could

Anyone else have any comment?
Chairman.

Yes.
You know, my colleague brings up a

16

good point; and if it helps to bring better clarity,

17

then I would be

18

that's great.

you know, I have -- I think

19

And maybe we need

20

a resolution, maybe with

21

assistance and Mr. Garneau, there's ways we can

22

fine-tune it better; but in the "Resolve" clause -

23

the first "Resolve" clause, the quote is

24

"recognizing the unique political and geographical

25

aspects of the County of Maui, our vision" -- it

and, again, because it's
you with your staff's
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says "our vision," yeah?

2

So, you know, hopefully we're speaking as a

3

County, not as a branch of government or a certain

4

sector of -- you know, we're -- you know, hopefully

5

what we can communicate and transmit across is our

6

vision as a County.

7

provide maybe a more comprehensive or unified type

8

of approach, maybe there's ways we can adjust the

9

title of the resolution.

And if that helps in -- to

That might be, again

10

but the spirit should be, I think,

11

that

12

the "Resolved" clauses.

13

that

- to

- of the title should be more in concert with

And so, again, Chairman, that would be just a

14

suggestion; and maybe it will help us in how we can

15

possibly tidying up the actual ordinance language to

16

ensure that we take this comments and be able to

17

implement it.

18
19

CHAIR CARROLL:

The Chair has no problem with this if the

members concur.

20

COUNCIL MEMBERS:

21

CHAIR CARROLL:

Anybody have any objection --

No objections.
-- to the Chair and the staff working on

22

final wording to

23

Committee realized in these changes?

24
25

- so we can have the intent of the

Tamara, do you have any questions as for the
wording?

Thank you.
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2

3

MS. KOLLER:

No, Mr. Chair.

We can work with Mr. Garneau

and, I mean, incorporate the changes.
CHAIR CARROLL:

All right.

All right.

We're clear on

4

that.

5

the -- that proposed change for the

6

telecommunications one -- or for the ham radios?

7

MS. KOLLER:

And at this time, Tamara, could you read

In section -- Page 2 of the Section 2a would

8

read "to protect and, where possible, enhance public

9

safety communications systems including those

10

provided by amateur radio operators holding Federal

11

licenses."

12

CHAIR CARROLL:

13

COUNCIL MEMBERS:

14

CHAIR CARROLL:

Any objection?
No objections.
Okay.

We will add this in, and any minor

15

grammar changes or anything else we will have before

16

it goes to the Council.

17

All right.

Any other comments on the

18

resolution?

19

resolution out today.

20

appropriate and necessary.

21

the resolution, not only from the members but from

22

our legal staff or Mr. Arakawa?

23

Because we'd really like to get the
That -- I think it is
So, any more comments on

Mr. Amaral?

If not, I would entertain a motion to pass

24

the resolution with the proposed amendments to the

25

resolution.
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VICE-CHAIR JOHNSON:

2

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

3

CHAIR CARROLL:

4

COUNCIL MEMBERS:

5

CHAIR CARROLL:

6

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

So moved.
Second.

Discussion?

Hearing none, all in favor.

Aye.
Opposed?

Motion carried.

Sorry.

Sorry, Chairman.

7

8
9

10

VOTE: AYES:
NOES:
ABSTAIN:
ABSENT:
EXC. :

Councilmembers Hokama, Mateo, Molina,
Vice-Chair Johnson and Chair Carroll.
None.
None.
None.
None.

11
MOTION CARRIED.

12
ADOPT PROPOSED RESOLUTION, AS REVISED.

ACTION:

13
14

CHAIR CARROLL:

All right.

Thank you, members.

15

almost 10:30.

16

take a short recess now before we continue?

17

we'll just continue.

18

It's

Does anybody have any necessity to

All right.

If not,

Thank you.

And we have a letter dated October 8th, 2002

19

from the Chief of Police providing recommendations

20

relative to protecting Maui County's emergency

21

communication system.

22

Jeff, at this time could you comment on these

23

concerns?

24

CAPTAIN AMARAL:

25

Mr. Chair, definitely.

Under the

signature of Chief Phillips on October 8th, we
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1

transmitted a letter to this Committee regarding

2

some of our concerns on the draft bill that was

3

proposed.

4
5

Mr. Chair, do you want me to just go ahead
and hit all the highlights here and

6

CHAIR CARROLL:

7

CAPTAIN AMARAL:

8

CHAIR CARROLL:

9
10

Yeah, appreciate
(inaudible) .
And then we'll have questions after you

get through that.
CAPTAIN AMARAL:

Okay.

Basically in reviewing the draft

11

proposal -- or maybe the -- let me give you some

12

background.

13

concerns would definitely be any interference-type

14

issues that we run into, especially as some of these

15

systems gets built out throughout the County.

16

Currently as it stands right now, our

About a year-and-a-half ago we met with

17

Planning Director David Goode to develop a process

18

within the department that included us reviewing

19

some of the permitting processes, whether it be SMA

20

or building requests that have gone in.

21

Some of the problems that we've encountered

22

since then -- although this was

23

carry much authority.

24

agreement in trying to get us to work with the

25

wireless private sector people.

- it really didn't

It was more of a gentlemen's
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What we have run into in this process was

1

2

that they would give us building permit -- or

3

building plans which really have no impact on us as

4

far as where they put electrical outlets and so

5

forth.

6

included.

We wanted to have some technical information

So, I've made some recommendations throughout

7

8

some of the language here that would ask that we be

9

given specific frequencies that would be used in

10

certain sites, the type of antennas and the number

11

of antennas that will be placed, what kind of RF

12

equipment would be used and the power ratings, and a

13

name and address contact number of who we can work

14

with should problems be found.

15

Some of the other issues that we've

16

encountered is that even after meeting with various

17

wireless providers and finding out that a site works

18

fine,

19

they call dynamic reassignment of frequencies.

20

other words,

21

computer control the type of frequencies that are

22

being used.

23

a lot of these providers nowadays used what
In

they can stay in their offices and by

We have found that we need to be included in

24

that notification process so that when we do have

25

issues such as that come up, that we're aware of --
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I have one site in Lahaina that we monitor very

2

closely, and we just found out yesterday that they

3

did some work about a week-and-a-half ago and had

4

changed frequencies without us knowing and then, of

5

course, developed some problems.

6

to rectify that pretty quickly, but just being

7

involved in having the technical information up

8

front, having the notifications when things are

9

changing.

10

So, we were able

I have some language recommendations

11

regarding the inspection process prior to a site

12

being turned on and after.

13

that I have listed regarding if there's additional

14

costs involved for these inspections, especially if

15

they occur off island or in far away places like

16

Hana or Lahaina where it would be much more

17

time-consuming.

18

There were some concerns

I had some questions regarding if there would

19

be a question on the permit.

I believe the language

20

was for a 30-day review.

21

regarding if there was technical information that

22

may cause us problems on our system or potential

23

problems and a

24

to -- by a professional, that that time limits would

25

be extended.

And I had a concern

(inaudible) study would be required

It would be too short a period of time
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1

for the 30-day approval process.
One of the areas that I've also made a

2
3

comment on on -- that I have a little bit of a

4

concern on is some of the collocation requirements.

5

I think,

6

commercial broadcasts, that we should entertain the

7

thought of leaving our emergency communications

8

system out as a separate entity.

9

like amateur radio and some of the

And I have -- I have a commentary in the

10

letter that should be in your binders, but one of

11

the more important issues that I would have is some

12

of the security issues that would prevail especially

13

in collocation.

14

currently; but, again, you know, we don't do any

15

background checks of technicians as they come and

16

go.

17

who would be entering.

18

We do have some collocation sites

We definitely have a concern on that as far as

Also, there are times that landowners would

19

allow us to use their facilities as long as it's

20

strictly public safety and not open for general

21

commercial use.

22

So, I would ask that you consider those

23

recommendations that I've included.

24

very important, as I mentioned earlier, that we do

25

an inspection of a site prior to so that we can

It would be
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determine that there is no interference and then one

2

immediately after so that if there is anything new

3

that pops up, we would be able to identify them

4

quickly.

5

And in the industry there's a common

6

understanding and, I believe, even on the Federal

7

level that the last person in, if that's the

8

problem, is the person who is responsible for

9

rectifying the issues.

10

So, Mr. Chair, that's about all the main

11

issues that I have covered here but -- especially

12

the notification process that involves us is very

13

critical to making -- or keeping this successful.

14

Thank you.

15

CHAIR CARROLL:

Mr. Molina.

16

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

Yeah.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

A

17

question for the Corporation Counsel.

18

expressed by the Police Department, is there any

19

problems with incorporating the suggestions; and

20

would there be anything that would

21

superseded by Federal guidelines in this with

22

regards to local emergency -- or local emergency

23

radio band?

24

can do to, in other words, stop us from implementing

25

these suggestions?

The concerns

- could be

There's nothing the Federal Government
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MR. GARNEAU:

Yeah.

No, I think all of the suggestions

2

are -- are reasonable; and they don't un -- you

3

know, impermissibly restrict competition.
The only question with regards to separating

4
5

out the -- the facilities and not having

6

collocation, I -- I'd like to consider that a little

7

bit more but -- and how we would implement that

8

within the ordinance for public safety exception.
So, I just had read this morning the memo

9

10

from the Police.

11

the opportunity to kind of go through and see

12

exactly what

13

and how that would work; but they -- all of the

14

suggestions do seem reasonably

15

reasonable to me and something that we can

16

accommodate.

17

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

18

CHAIR CARROLL:

So, I would like to actually have

how that would change that ordinance

you know,

Thank you.

All right.

I would hope by the next

19

meeting, then, you could come back and report on

20

that, Greg.

21

MR. GARNEAU:

22

CHAIR CARROLL:

Yeah, I'd be happy to.
All right.

23

at this time?

24

VICE-CHAIR JOHNSON:

25

Anyone else have any questions

Councilmember Johnson.
Not of the suggestions because I

think that because he's an expert really in this
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area, we're deferring to him; and then to integrate

2

the language, I think it's really good because it's

3

going to be a good work product that's something

4

that is actually based in reality instead of

5

legislators coming up with something that we know

6

little or nothing about.

7

suggestions; and I think they should be

8

incorporated.

So, I appreciate those

One of the other areas -- and I don't know if

9

10

we're going to get into this today -- I had spoken

11

to Mr. Garneau earlier, though -- is in regards

12

to

13

know, some of the interim zoned lands.

14

something that -- I realize this ordinance is going

15

to take a while to actually craft it and go through

16

all of the little things that we have to go through.

17

Would there be a possibility, Mr. Chair, that

still the designation of the interim -- you
And is there

18

we could actually look at the moratorium or not

19

even -

20

moratorium because that word seems to --

you know, I don't know

21

CHAIR CARROLL:

22

VICE-CHAIR JOHNSON:

23

CHAIR CARROLL:

24
25

- don't call it a

No, you can -have such a bad connotation.

You can.

That's the next thing I was

going to bring up.
VICE-CHAIR JOHNSON:

Okay.

Yeah.
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CHAIR CARROLL:

2

VICE-CHAIR JOHNSON:

That's on my agenda.
Okay.

Great.

Well, anyway, that

3

would be something that I would really like to look

4

at as

5

you know, upon adoption of the ordinance, that that

6

prohibition of erecting the cell towers or whatever

7

on the interim zoned land would be a moot point; and

8

then it would sunset.

9
10
11
12

just as an interim measure and say that,

CHAIR CARROLL:

I intend to bring that up right after we

finish with this.
VICE-CHAIR JOHNSON:

Okay.

Great.

Thank you very much.

I really appreciate it.

13

CHAIR CARROLL:

Mr. Mateo.

14

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

Thank you, Mr. Chair.

This is not

15

related to the Police recommendations.

16

like to ask a question that perhaps Corp. Counsel

17

could help me clarify.

18

I would just

The vision statement we were talking about

19

earlier, one of the items references timely

20

notification and input.

21

where would that reference be that would allow for

22

public input and participation?

23

at some of the, I guess, bullets, like, under site

24

plan review procedures where I think we should

25

include -- or be real specific in allowing for

In the ordinance itself,

Because in looking
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1

community participation, the only area that I see a

2

public hearing reference would be under

3

modifications or after modifications of the

4

application.

5

application is submitted, is there any point for

6

community involvement, community participation?

7

MR. GARNEAU:

Councilmember Mateo, I'm not sure what

section you're looking at; but there is

8
9

Prior to that point, however, when the

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

10

Section 9.

I was looking at

Section 9 .

11

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

12

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

13

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

14

COUNCI LMEMBER MATEO:

15

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

16

?:

17

MR. GARNEAU:

What page?
Chapter 19.
Yeah, Chapter 19.
Yeah.
.050?

Yeah.
Okay.

There is a 19.050, the site plan

18

review procedures.

19

process, there is notice to the -- it says notice

20

of -- by regular mail, postage prepaid, of the

21

request to the owners of record and occupants of

22

property located with 1

23

subject property.

24

the -- where a site plan review

25

this section, there would be notice to the

As part of the application

- within 100 feet of the

So, in those situations where
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2
3

neighboring landowners.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

So, it will just be the receipt of a

item mailed to the people in the 500 --

4

MR. GARNEAU:

It's 100 right now.

5

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

6

MR. GARNEAU:

7

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

100.

Right.
So, it doesn't include any reference

8

to public

- public hearings?

9

receipt of that notice?

10

MR. GARNEAU:

11

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

It is just the

Notice -- that's right.
And the receipt of a notice like

12

that would be indicative of, say, something that's

13

going to be built, that is 10 feet versus 100 feet?

14

MR. GARNEAU:

No.

I -- the way that the draft bill is

15

crafted is that certain uses are permitted uses as

16

permitted by -- others have to go through, you know,

17

a special use process.

18

And the goal I -- of the -- this process here

19

is to establish for all of the different districts

20

what is the permitted use within those districts and

21

we'll have already established heights and so forth.

22

So, people buying a property know, depending on

23

their zoning districts, what will be -- what is

24

allowed.

25

So, this provision, all it does where a
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site -- plan review goes forward is to let the

2

neighboring landowners know that someone has applied

3

so presumably they could at that point submit their

4

comments or take whatever action they

5

necessary; but that -

6

deal with -

7

I didn't even know this was going on.

this provision is trying to

where people say, oh, I live next door.

So, it -- it's saying as part of the

8

9

- or deem

application procedure, people will be told, hey,

10

someone's applied for a permit to build a tower and

11

it's within 100 feet of where you live.

12

But, you know, that 100 feet is something you

13

could consider, too, whether you think that's

14

reasonable or not or

15

how this works and what type of notice you think

16

should be required it's up to the -- this Committee;

17

but that's what it

18

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

19

CHAIR CARROLL:

20

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

they

you know, exactly

- how it's stated right now.

Thank you.

Mr. Hokama.
You know,

following what Mr. Mateo

21

brought up, Chair, that is also the area that, I

22

believe, the Police Department had some comments

23

about.

24
25

So, maybe under D, Director of Planning's
decision which is Page 4 under 19
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Chapter 19. ____ .050, that the Director shall approve

2

within 60 days of receipt -- which means he can do

3

it less; but if certain departments need additional

4

time to give proper comment, as I've understood what

5

came from the Department of Police, that I believe

6

that is a reasonable change in the ordinance

7

proposal, within 60 days.

8

I guess.

9

decision is rendered.

10

And the 60 days is a cap,

It could be less than 60 days before a

And so, that would be something that I would

11

ask this Committee to revise as well as -- I believe

12

there is an appeal, Mr. Garneau, under Chapter 19 of

13

a decision that can go before the Board of Variance

14

and Appeals which is another process that the

15

public -- the general public gets to participate in.

16

MR. GARNEAU:

That's right.

I think the way it -- the way

17

it's envisioned is so that -

18

would get notice.

19

days of the Planning Director's decision, a notice

20

is mailed out; and the opportunity to appeal to the

21

applicant, persons who have requested

22

notifications -- so, presumably people that have

23

received earlier notice and have requested

24

notifications -- and persons who

25

notice under that same section that we talked about.

that the neighbors

And then under D2, within five
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So, that is -

1

at that point, anyone that

2

wanted to appeal would have to appeal to the Board

3

of Variances and Appeals.

4

way for people to intervene; and that we have rules

5

elsewhere in Title 19 that deal with the procedures

6

for the Board of Variance and Appeals.

7

you know, rules in place and so on and so forth.

And there's,

So, what this does is say who has the right

8
9

So, that would be another

to appeal.

So, those people could be appellants at

10

the BVA if they feel like they need a -- another

11

you know, want a hearing on it, that would be their

12

remedy; but if the people that were given notice, no

13

one has a problem with it and they're let known the

14

Director's decision, if they don't respond within

15

this period of time, then, the next paragraph

16

essentially says that, you know, the decision

17

stands.

18

is a process that now it doesn't exist.

19
20
21
22
23

So, we're actually putting in that

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

this

That is correct, Mr. Garneau.

So,

thank you for that.
Chairman, if I may ask another question
I'll have to -- I'll relinquish after this one.
Would you

- are you aware of Federal,

24

whether it be FAA or other Federal agencies,

25

has light -- height concerns, whether it be for FAA
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requirements or other agency requirements on tower

2

heights/ whether it be for safety and/

3

you know/ like a tower in color -

4

red lights blinking so many feet all the way up the

5

tower.

6

to be made informed of?

7

get this ordinance squared away is eventually what

8

will be the heights Council will enact within

9

certain zoned categories

therefore/

you know/ you got

Are you aware of anything that we may need
Because part of the key to

- zoning categories.

And

10

so/ do you have any information you could share with

11

us/ please?

12

MR. GARNEAU:

Well/ I know there are FAA rules that relate

13

to -- that -- you know/ with regards to heights and

14

lighting of towers and so forth and the location;

15

and I think within this ordinance/ the way it was

16

dealing with that was to have the FAA review.

17

I know that one of testifiers earlier thought

18

that was overly burdensome.

19

would be worth our time or my time to really

20

investigate that to find out exactly what are the

21

FAA rules.

22

to contact me/ I'll give him my card

23

knowledge he has regarding that but

24

could incorporate that in there.

25

So/ it -- I think it

And perhaps Mr. Frampton

- if he wants
what
- so that we

I think that was the reason that provision
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1

was included was to deal with this very issue, but

2

there may be another way we can deal with it by

3

either height limits or whatever.

4

is that they change.

5

have hard limits or no review process,

6

that get administered down the road but --

7

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

8

MR. GARNEAU:

9

10
11

My only concern

The FAA rules change and we
then how does

Uh-huh.

- that's not to say that there can't be

another way that we could handle that within the
ordinance.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

I would say that the Federal height

12

limits would give us some guidance but would also

13

establish a baseline whereby if the company or user

14

of the -

15

for an increase in height, then the ordinance

16

proposal creates a process whereby they would have

17

to go through an approval, application and try and

18

justify the need to go another 50 feet higher or

19

whatever it may be.

20

us because eventually we're going to need to make

21

decisions on what will be permitted heights within

22

certain land use categories, and I considered that

23

one assistance.

24
25

or provider of the service wants to ask

But I would say that would help

And I can appreciate Mr. Frampton's comment
that it may be burdensome to the applicant to get it
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constructedi but I would rather have it up front and

2

dealt with and mitigated and then approved than come

3

to Council later as a major community burdeni and

4

then we're going through months and months and have

5

to consider other land use regulatory procedures to

6

mitigate a constructed burden.
And so, again, we went through this already

7
8

with Rice Camp.

9

again.

I don't want to go through that

That was hard enough for everybody.

10

this is trying to mitigate things up front

11

before after the fact, Mr. Garneau.

12

CHAIR CARROLL:

So, thank you.

Members, anything else on this right here

13

what we're talking about at this time?

14

would like to move on to something else.

15

So,

All right.

If not, I

I'd like us to consider that

16

legislation is needed to address a few other

17

matters.

18

has expiredi and we asked to have an inventory,

19

first of all, of the interim lands.

20

today?

21
22

As you know, the moratorium on the towers

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

Chairman, Chairman -

Mr. Chairman,

if I may, please.

23

CHAIR CARROLL:

24

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

25

Do we have that

You may, Mr. Hokama.
And I want to get into what you

just brought up but one last

- one last question
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for maybe either the Police regarding the proposed

2

ordinance, please.

3

gentlemen that represent County agencies.

4

And it can be for any of you

We know by a preliminary assessment done by a

5

high technology security company called Symantec

6

that does Norton's Antivirus and whatnot that the

7

use of a cell phone can be used with handheld or

8

through PCs and whatnot be able to hack into certain

9

computer programs that the County has.

Is there a

10

need to require, if the Federal Government would

11

allow us, regarding certain security let --

12

restrictions because it can go through the cell

13

phone itself as one way to trigger either damaging

14

our system or equipment?

15

CAPTAIN AMARAL:

Councilmember Hokama, if -- it sounds

16

like we're probably talking about some kind of

17

firewall issues that would probably end up being

18

incumbent upon us as the service owner or system

19

owner that we would need to put up protections; but

20

as far as -- I'm not sure if I understand your

21

question -- doing it from the handheld level or from

22

the cell phone level, you know, yeah, definitely you

23

can hook that up and get your computer attached to

24

the net or whatever and try to enter a lot of

25

systems through the back door but that would be
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1

think would be something incumbent upon us to make

2

sure that we have the proper insurance and

3

firewal1s.

4
5

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

8
9

10

That's all I wanted to know

from your folk's point of view.

Thank you.

Thank you, Chairman, I'm satisfied.

6

7

Okay.

Thank

you.
CHAIR CARROLL:

Tamara, do we have that for the interim

zoned?
MS. KOLLER:

Mr. Chair, no, we don't; but I believe

11

Mr. Miskae might be able to give us some feedback

12

regarding the interim zoning.

13

MR. MISKAE:

Mr. Chairman, a review of the County's

14

current inventory of lands not yet designated to a

15

specific land use district, all of the County's

16

agricultural districts have been designated.

17

of the rural, with the exception of some in Hana,

18

have been designated.

19

pockets of interim still existing in Hana and, I

20

believe, in Makawao, very small parts; but there are

21

still some.

22

Most

There are still some small

So, to maintain that,

I guess, moratorium

23

that you talked about before probably would not be

24

such a bad idea until this ordinance finally gets

25

adopted under Title 19.
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CHAIR CARROLL:

Thank you.

I don't think this is a real

2

hard question.

3

we've had before,

4

would be the Chair's recommendation -

5

an extension until we can get our ordinance in

6

place.

7

the com -- the discussions to the members.

and this

that a moratorium

that we do do

I see no downside to this, but I ' l l open up

8

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

9

CHAIR CARROLL:

10

I think that with all the problems

Questions.

Mr. Hokama?

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

And I heard the long-range

11

administrator from Planning Department comments.

12

we have -- okay.

13

acreages and where they are, whether, you know,

14

there's still some existing on Lanai or Mo1okai or

15

is everything, you know

16

idea.

17

or in Ha1eaka1a.

18

dealing with.

Do we have a general listing of

and, again,

I have no

Maybe everything is in West Maui or Makawao
I am not too sure where we're

And, Mr. Chair,

19

Do

I would ask that can this

20

consideration be until the enactment of something

21

future that might take three months,

22

do we need to be a little bit more time specific and

23

that

24

that my -- a future Council may continue to extend

25

that policy or provision in the Code?

three years; or

and just put a lang -- boilerplate language
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like how we did the temporary agricultural

2

subdivision language possibly maybe.

3

sure if that would be legal or if something Corp.

4

Counsel could review.

5

CHAIR CARROLL:

6

MR. GARNEAU:

I'm not too

Corporation Counsel?
Yeah, I'd be happy to review it.

I think

7

that whenever you're talking about a moratorium

8

and -

9

it's meant to be temporary, so --

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

10

And, again, like my colleague said,

maybe that's not the right word.
(Inaudible) .

11

? :

12

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

Maybe we need to say the temporary

13

interim use for cell -

14

(inaudible) .

15

MR. GARNEAU:

Right.

telecommunication towers is

Well, the -- and it was part of the

16

moratorium.

17

moratorium was within the Building Code section, as

18

you know.

19

and it has since expired and only applied to interim

20

zoned lands.

21

So, I'll call it that; but the prior

And that was for a set period of time,

It didn't apply across the board.

And so, I -- I mean,

I don't see any

22

objection with continuing that; but I think it would

23

be better to put in a set date, you know, say, six

24

months from now, whatever you think is reasonable,

25

while you're doing the business of working on this
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ordinance.

If you find that you get near the end

2

and it's still an issue, then you could extend it at

3

that point; but generally, you know, they should be

4

short in duration and for a particular purpose while

5

you're, you know, considering legislation and --

6

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

7

CHAIR CARROLL:

Thank you.

The Chair was going to suggest six months.

8

I think that would be appropriate; and we can make

9

sure that

well, hopefully, you know, the

10

Committee would have something in place.

11

have something in place earlier, of course, we can

12

always go back and take away the

13

won't call a moratorium.

14

Any further comment?

And if we

this -- what we

All right.

Members, is

15

there an agreement that we would recommend extension

16

of the moratorium for six months?

17

COUNCIL MEMBERS:

No objections.

18

CHAIR CARROLL:

19

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

Excuse me.

Mr. Hokama?

Chair, you're asking us to extend

20

something that's already expired.

21

don't know if that's --

22
23

24
25

CHAIR CARROLL:

Okay.

So, I

Yeah, that's probably not the right

terminology.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

Yeah, the right -- yeah, we need to

find the right tool if that's the intentions of this
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Committee to move -- to forward to Council, Chair.
Chairman --

2
3

CHAIR CARROLL:

4

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

5

recess, please.

6

Mr. Garneau figure out what would be a reasonable

7

options for this Committee to consider.

8
9

10
11
12

CHAIR CARROLL:

Maybe we can have Mr. Raatz and

I believe it was to reinstate the

enacted, reinstate instead of
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

Short recess,

- yeah.
five-minutes recess,

Chair?
CHAIR CARROLL:

14

RECESS:

15

RECONVENE:

16

CHAIR CARROLL:

18

- short recess, please, very short

moratorium for six months from, you know, when it is

13

17

I think the -

Short recess.

(Gavel.)

10:53 a.m.
11:05 a.m.

Human Services and Economic Development

Committee will now come back to order.
All right.

(Gavel.)

Members, after our recess, the

19

Chair proposes to send a letter to Corporation

20

Counsel to draft this under this

21

discussion; and we'll present it at our next

22

meeting.

23

COUNCIL MEMBERS:

24

CHAIR CARROLL:

25

what's under

Any objections?
No objections.
All right.

I have one more thing that I

would like to cover today in the time we have left
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1

and at least start on it, and that is our view

2

corridors which I think is a much more complex

3

problem than even I probably realize because I've

4

dealt with that before in how we are going to

5

address it.

6

any comment before we proceed on view corridors.

7

MR. ARAKAWA:

I would like to ask Milton if he has

Mr. Chairman, we really haven't prepared an

8

analysis of the view corridor.

I know it's a --

9

it's a very broad and complicated issue.

We would

10

like to ask the Committee for some time to present

11

some thoughtful comments on the issue.

12

want to ask the Planning Department for some

13

comments as well on the view corridor or view plane

14

issue.

15

CHAIR CARROLL:

You may also

And I'm just bringing it up today just to

16

notify the members that this is something that is

17

probably going to be more of a problem than anything

18

else,

19

different ways that people determine what is a view

20

corridor.

21

to tell you the truth, because there are many

Some of the things are that it can be no

22

higher where they're standing than looking over the

23

house in the front,

24

feet, width and how wide the cor -- I mean, it's

25

it's much more complex than anybody would believe

specific height requirements in
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1

once you get into it.

2

comprehensive that is going to cover all of Maui

3

county is probably going to be more challenging than

4

anybody realizes.

5

Mr. Hokama?

6

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

And to try to get something

Does anybody have any comments?

I would ask in your transmittal to

7

the departments for comment, Public Works or

8

Planning, that -- to look at it in two ways, one, a

9

general County comprehensive approach as well as the

10

second which is them to take it by community plan

11

regions and to see how each maybe community plan may

12

have addressed the subject of view corridors,

13

Chairman.

14
15

CHAIR CARROLL:

Any other comments or

requests concerning view corridors?

16
17

It will be done.

Mr. Garneau, would you like to comment?
MR. GARNEAU:

I just wanted to make one comment about view

18

corridors and just -- I think I said this before;

19

but just to sort of refresh everyone's memory, as

20

you know, the draft ordinance was a modification

21

from Eugene, Oregon.

22

talked about before, they're pretty restrictive in

23

ag areas.

24
25

And as, I think, Mr. Frampton

And when we're talking about view corridors
here on Maui, most of our open space is agricultural
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land.
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And so, really they kind of go hand in hand.
We are going to have to modify the bill in

3

order to allow for tower siting on agricultural

4

lands just because the nature of our island, so much

5

of our land is agriculture; and really the Federal

6

law will

7

Telecommunications Act, there is an effective

8

prohibition standard which I had mentioned in my

9

memo -

- requires us to do that because under the

I don't remember if I mentioned it in this

10

Committee.

11

effectively prohibits the telecom companies from,

12

you know, doing -

13

But we can't be so restrictive that it

conducting their business.

So, we are going to have to look at these two

14

things kind of hand in hand.

15

my mind, is talking about, well, from different

16

points on the island maybe, you know, on a

17

particular roadway that's scenic that you're driving

18

on, where do you want them located so that they

19

don't interfere with, perhaps, the summit or the

20

natural beauty or whatever; but, also, we need to

21

think about where -- how we want these towers to be

22

located and -- you know, within agricultural areas.

23

So, they really do go hand in hand; and they both

24

should be considered, I think, at the -

25

time.

So, view corridors, in
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1

CHAIR CARROLL:

Thank you.

That's the other part, too.

2

Certain geographical areas, you might want nothing

3

over a certain height like the rim of Haleakala, for

4

instance, where it would be, you know, over the top

5

of

- or on top of lao Needle.
Okay.

6

Anything else, members, at this time

7

that they -- anyone would like to bring out

8

concerning the agenda item today?

9

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

Yes, Mr. Hokama.

Chairman, I don't know if they're

10

already on the mailing list; but I would ask your

11

consideration to mail a copy of the

12

draft ordinances that we are

13

considering regarding this subject either to -- I

14

don't know if they have a

15

charge of all of those people up in Science City or

16

Haleakala Observatory area and whether or not they

17

have concerns regarding RF frequencies as well as

18

their need to be able to do their requirements up on

19

the summit.

20

CHAIR CARROLL:

Thank you.

- whatever

- we will be

- one person that's in

We'll -- we'll notify them,

21

and hopefully by the next meeting we'll have a

22

reply.

23

Anything else?

If not, I would like to thank

24

the members for the progress we made today.

25

realize that what we're discussing is slow because
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1

there's so many legal questions,

2

so much at a meeting and then research has to be

3

done and then we can come back and make decisions.

4

But it's the only way that we're ever going to get

5

to the end of this and it has to be done this way.

6

that we can only do

I congratulate the members on passing out the

7

resolution.

8

appropriate.

9

objection, we would defer this item.

10

COUNCIL MEMBERS:

I think this was very timely and
And I would defer -

if there's no

No objections.

11
12

ACTION:

DEFER pending further discussion.

13
14

CHAIR CARROLL:

15

believe, October

16

?:

17

CHAIR CARROLL:

18

(Inaudible) .
Yeah.

And we will be pursuing this at the

next meeting.

19
20

And, of course, we will be meeting in, I

If there is no further discussion,
meeting is -- stands adjourned.

(Gavel.)

21
22

ADJOURN:

11:12 a.m.

23
24
25
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7
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14
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